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QUESTION 1

Which two commands can be used on Oracle Linux to find the routing table and default gateway information of your
network? 

A. netstat r 

B. route show 

C. cat /proc/route 

D. route n 

E. traceroute 

Correct Answer: AD 

A: netstat - Print network connections, routing tables, interface statistics, masquerade connections, and multicast
memberships 

D: 

* 

route - show / manipulate the IP routing table 

* 

route n -n show numerical addresses instead of trying to determine symbolic host names. This is useful if you are trying
to determine why the route to your nameserver has vanished. 

* 

The output of the kernel routing table is organized in the following columns 

Destination 

The destination network or destination host. 

Gateway 

The gateway address or \\'*\\' if none set. 

Genmask 

The netmask for the destination net; \\'255.255.255.255\\' for a host destination and \\'0.0.0.0\\' for the default 

route. 

Incorrect: 

Not B: use route n. No subcommand show. 

Not E: traceroute - print the route packets trace to network host 
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QUESTION 2

On your Oracle Linux 6 system, you have to configure the eth0 network interface to 100 MB/sec, half duplex without
trying to autonegotiate. Which command will help you configure this requirement? 

A. # ifconfig eth0 speed 100 autoneg off duplex half 

B. # ethtool interface eth0 speed 100 autoneg off duplex half 

C. # ifconfig interface eth0 speed 100 autoneg off duplex half 

D. # ethtool s eth0 speed 100 autoneg off duplex half 

Correct Answer: D 

When I have a device that is acting up, I tend to run: ethtool ethX, check the Supported link modes, the Link partner
advertised link modes and the actual speed and Duplex. If my Supported link mode is set low (say 10/Half for some
reason) but my switch supports 1000baseT/Full then I\\'ll use ethtool -s ethX to change my ethernet settings to
1000baseT/Full. Just about anything you see from: ethtool ethX, can be changed with ethtool -S ethX. In this case you
would use the following: 

ethtool -S eth0 speed 1000 duplex full autoneg on 

 

QUESTION 3

You want to add a README.txt file in the home directory of every new user that you create by using the useradd
command on your Oracle Linux system. In which directory will you place the README.txt file so that it automatically
gets copied to the new user\\'s home directory when the user is created? 

A. /home/users 

B. /etc/default/useradd 

C. /etc/default 

D. /etc/skel 

Correct Answer: D 

-k, --skel SKEL_DIR The skeleton directory, which contains files and directories to be copied in the user\\'s home
directory, when the home directory is created by useradd. This option is only valid if the -m (or --create-home) option is
specified. 

If this option is not set, the skeleton directory is defined by the SKEL variable in /etc/default/useradd or, by default,
/etc/skel. 

Note: 

* useradd - create a new user or update default new user information Reference: man useradd 

 

QUESTION 4
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View the following GRUB command or the output of fixing the GRUB boot problem: 

Based on the output, which statement is true? 

A. The GRUB command sequence restores GRUB from the first partition on the second hard disk. 

B. The GRUB command sequence does not restore GRUB. 

C. GRUB command sequence restores GRUB from the second partition on the first hard disk. 

D. The GRUB command sequence verifies the stage1 on the first partition on first hard disk. 

Correct Answer: C 

hd0,1 indicates the first hard drive and the second partition. 

Note: 

* 

grub - the grub shell 

Enter the GRand Unified Bootloader command shell. 

* 

In the following example we assume that the boot partition is located at /dev/hda5 and that GRUB must 

be installed on the first disk\\'s MBR. 

grub> root (hd0,4) Filesystem type is ext2fs, partition type 0x83 grub> setup (hd0) Checking if "/boot/grub/stage1"
exists... yes Checking if "/boot/grub/stage2" exists... yes Checking if "/boot/grub/e2fs_stage1_5" exists... yes Running
"embed /boot/grub/e2fs_stage1_5 (hd0)"... 23 sectors are embedded. 

succeeded Running "install /boot/grub/stage1 (hd0) (hd0)1+23 p (hd0,4)/boot/grub/stage2 /boot/grub/menu.lst"...
succeeded Done. grub> quit The first command includes the location of the boot partition, thus indicating where the boot
loader files are located. The second command installs GRUB on the MBR. For this purpose, a file called stage1_5 is
used to grant GRUB access to the file system on the boot partition. 

 

QUESTION 5

View the output below. As oracle user, you run the following command on your Oracle Linux 6 system: 

[oracle@dbhost ~ ] $ 
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[oracle@dbhost ~] $ nice - - 10 ./myscript.sh and 

[1] 2735 [oracle@dbhost ~] $ nice: cannot set niceness: permission denied 

Why is the nice command failing? 

A. Shell scripts cannot be assigned a negative nice value. 

B. There is already another process running with same niceness value on this system. 

C. A negative nice value can be set by the root user. 

D. A nice value of -10 is not the permissible niceness range. 

Correct Answer: C 

Only a privileged user may run a process with lower niceness: $ nice -n -1 nice nice: cannot set niceness: Permission
denied $ sudo nice -n -1 nice Note: Sudo stands for either "substitute user do" or "super user do" (depending upon how
you want to look at it). What sudo does is incredibly important and crucial to many Linux distributions. Effectively, sudo
allows a user to run a program as another user (most often the root user). 
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